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Lesson 27: Asymptotic Series 
restart; 

Asymptotic series for an exponential integral
We were looking at the following integral as .

J := Int(exp(-t)/t, t=x..infinity); 

Jv:= value(J);

asympt(%,x,10);

Our series was 

which is an asymptotic series that diverges for all x.
Let's see how well the partial sums of our asymptotic series do at approximating the original integral
J.

for count from 1 to 30 do 

  PS[count]:= exp(-x)*add((-1)^k*k!/x^(1+k),k=0..count-1)

end do:
The more terms we have in the series, the better it is at approximating J when x is large. 
But how large is "large" depends on n.  For any particular x, the approximations typically get better 
for a while, but then eventually get worse, because the series diverges.  Here are the errors for , 
for example.

Errors5:=[seq([n, evalf(eval(Jv-PS[n],x=5))], n=1..30)];
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What's the smallest error (in absolute value)?  First get the absolute values.
map(t -> abs(t[2]), Errors5);

Then take the minimum using min.
min(%);

0.000024646223
Which entry had this (or -this)?

select(has,Errors5,{%,-%});

Let's try some animations.  In the n'th frame, I'll plot J - PS[n] from x = 1 to 10.
with(plots):

display([seq(plot(Jv - PS[n], x=1..10,title=('n'=n)), n=1.

.30)], insequence=true,view=[1..10,-1..1]);
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That's maybe a pessimistic view: it shows really bad approximations for larger and larger x as n 
increases.
It doesn't show the good approximations very well.
A better idea, showing both the good and bad, comes from a logarithmic plot.  The logplot 
command in the plots package plots an expression (which should be positive) using a logarithmic 
scale for the y axis.  Here the approximation is better if the value of the log is more negative.

display([seq(logplot(abs(Jv - PS[n]), x=1..20, title=('n'=n)

), n=1..30)],insequence=true,view=[1..20,10^(-19)..1]);
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Approximating solutions of an equation

Here is an example that actually came up a while ago in a question I was asked by a friend.  The 
problem arose from research having to do with approximation of functions, and turns out to require 
solving the equation .  Note: cosh is the hyperbolic cosine function

cosh(x) = convert(cosh(x),exp);

eq:= cos(x)*rhs(%)=-1; 

solve(eq, x);

It seems the equation can't be solved in closed form.  But it's easy to see that there will be a solution 
in each interval  for integers , because the left side will be positive at 
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for even n and less than -1 for odd n.  
plot([cos(x)*cosh(x),-1],x=0..3*Pi,-5..5);
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In fact there is exactly one solution in each of these intervals: call it .  I want to find good 
approximations for these solutions.  Of course fsolve can do it for any particular n, but I want a 
general formula. 

We should expect  to be near , where the left side of the equation is 0.  So I'll write 

.

eq1:= expand(eval(eq,x=(n+1/2)*Pi+t));

Doesn't Maple know that ?  It does if we tell it that n is an integer.
eq1:= eq1 assuming n::integer;
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Let's make a new variable .
eq2:= eval(eq1,exp(Pi*n)=u);

How does  behave when  is large?
asympt(RootOf(eq2,t),u,15);
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S:= map(simplify,%) assuming n::integer;

evalf(%);

It looks like this should converge for approximately , thus maybe not for  but certainly for
 .  

Sn := eval(S, u = exp(Pi*n));
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Even for , the first four terms are already quite accurate.
S4:= convert(asympt(S,u,5),polynom);

Digits:= 15; x1:= fsolve(eq, x=Pi .. 2*Pi);

x1app:= evalf(3/2*Pi+eval(S4,{u=exp(Pi),n=1}));

x1-x1app;

The Euler-Maclaurin summation formula
restart;

Suppose we have some nice function , and we want  so that This 
is sometimes called an anti-difference of  (by analogy with anti-derivative).  For example, if 

we're just concerned with integers,  we could take .  Our main application is going to be in 

looking at sums like that.  Note that, just like anti-derivatives, anti-differences are not unique, 
because you can always add a constant.  In fact, you can add any function that's periodic with period
1.
On a purely formal level, we can proceed as follows.  Using Taylor series,
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(for the  term,  is the identity operator, which we'll write as 1).
So we can say we want to solve .
What this really means is: expand  as a Maclaurin series in , and replace  by .  
Well, we might write Now  has a series
in powers of d:

series(1/(exp(d)-1),d,10);

The differentiation operator D doesn't really have an inverse, but we can say integration is the 
closest thing there is to one.  So we might try something like this as an approximation to an 
antidifference of  (neglecting terms involving the 8th and higher derivatives):

G:= int(f(x),x) - 1/2*f(x) + 1/12*D(f)(x) - 1/720*(D@@3)(f)

(x) + 1/30240*(D@@5)(f)(x) - 1/1209600*(D@@7)(f)(x);

Amazingly enough, this works.  For example, try it on a polynomial of degree 7 (where those higher
derivatives are 0) and it should work perfectly.

f7:= unapply(add(a[j]*x^j,j=0..7),x);

G7:= unapply(eval(G,f=f7),x);

normal(G7(t+1)-G7(t)) = f7(t);

The coefficients in the Maclaurin series for  turn out to be expressed in terms of Bernoulli 

numbers:
FunctionAdvisor(identities,bernoulli(n))[1,2];
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so our formula can be written as

This is usually a divergent series, so what we really have is (for fixed N)

where the remainder  depends on : if  for , then 
 as .

Here are the first few Bernoulli numbers:
seq(b(n)=bernoulli(n),n=0..20);

Except for n=1, the odd ones are 0.  That's because  is an even function.

q:= d -> d/(exp(d)-1)+d/2;

simplify(q(d)-q(-d));
0

Maple has a command for the Euler-Maclaurin formula: eulermac.
eulermac(f(x), x, 7);

Now, what can we do with the Euler-Maclaurin formula?

Sum of a slowly convergent series

The series 
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 converges, but slowly.  In Lesson 24 we developed ways of getting 

estimates for such series using upper and lower bounds.  The best we had was to estimate the tail of 
the series (when  is decreasing) as

 < 

With the Euler-Maclaurin formula, we can do better.  Note that  is an antidifference

of , since .  So according to Euler-Maclaurin:

T(x) = eulermac(-f(x),x);

We're interested in cases where  and its derivatives go to 0 as , and so of course does 
.  So the antiderivative in this formula should be the one that goes to 0 as , namely 

.

Thus we get an asymptotic formula for :

.  

I'll try this first with  (which is a function for which both the sum and the integral 

can be done in closed form): 
f1:= x -> 1/(x*(x+1));

Sum(f1(j),j=x..infinity) = sum(f1(j),j=x..infinity);

Int(f1(t),t=x..infinity) = int(f1(t),t=x..infinity) assuming 

x > 0;

Remainder:= sum(f1(j),j=x..infinity) - int(f1(t),t=x..

infinity) + add(bernoulli(n)*(D@@(n-1))(f1)(x)/n!,n=1..10) 
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assuming x > 0;

asympt(%,x,15);

There's also a form of eulermac that let's you specify that you want a formula for : you just 

say eulermac(f(j),j=a..b).  Thus:
eulermac(f1(t),t=x..infinity,10);
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We don't have very explicit bounds, but it's often the case that successive terms of the Euler-
Maclaurin series (after the first few) have opposite signs, and typically the actual tail T(x) is 
between the Euler-Maclaurin sums for  and .  For example, in this one I claim that the 
following three values are in increasing order:

L := [convert(eulermac(f1(t),t=x..infinity,8),polynom),

sum(f1(t),t=x..infinity),

convert(eulermac(f1(t),t=x..infinity,10),polynom)] assuming x

> 0;
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I'm going to need to increase Digits somewhat, because roundoff error will be ugly.
Digits:= 17: plot([(L[2]-L[1])*x^11,(L[3]-L[2])*x^13],x=1.

.10,colour=[red,blue]);
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To get the best possible approximation for our sum (with a fixed x) using Euler-Maclaurin series, we
take more and more terms until the values stop getting closer together.  I'll try it for  : we want 

the best Euler-Maclaurin approximation for  (the actual value is 1/2).

eval([seq([2*n,eulermac(f1(t),t=x..infinity,2*n)],n=1..20)],
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{x=2,O=0});

L:=evalf(%);

By the way, why didn't I just use eulermac(f1(t),t=2..infinity,2*n)?  Because it wouldn't work 
right: eulermac needs the interval to involve a parameter that's supposed to go to infinity.

eulermac(f1(t),t=2..infinity,2);
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[seq([j,L[j,2]-L[j-1,2]],j=2..20)];

map(t -> abs(t[2]),%);

select(has,%%,{min(%),-min(%)});

The smallest absolute difference is at j=7, corresponding to L[6] and L[7]
L[6],L[7];

So the true value should be somewhere between these.  We might try the average of these.
(L[6,2]+L[7,2])/2;

0.50000017681805284

Maple commands introduced in this lesson:
min
logplot (in plots package)
cosh
bernoulli
eulermac


